
 

‘Sunday Night 5 February 1860’ 
part I transcript 
Our #SolveItDickens challenge for November 2022 was headed by a longhand date – 

‘Sunday Night 5 February 1860’ – rather than a longhand title. Like other recent 

challenges, this page came from the notebooks of Dickens's shorthand pupil, Arthur 

Stone, at the Free Library of Philadelphia. 

 

Figure 1: The first page of a shorthand exercise headed by a date in longhand: ‘Sunday Night Fifth 
February 1860’. Image © The Free Library of Philadelphia [ref: cdc5890011]. 

Initially, we wondered whether this was a personal note in shorthand, dated like a diary 

entry. However, it has now emerged that the longhand is simply the date when the 

exercise was undertaken. Thanks to some brilliant ‘hunt the source’ work by Dickens 
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Decoders Shane Baggs and Ken Cox, we now know that like the ‘Sydney Smith’ 

transcript, this text is taken almost directly from a printed source. 

The text is from Lecture XIV, On the Beautiful – Part II, by Sydney Smith. The opening 

passage is a direct quotation from a lecture by Sir Joshua Reynolds entitled Seven 

Discourses Delivered in the Royal Academy by the President, or Seven Discourses on 

Art, by Joshua Reynolds (14 December 1770). 

There are minor discrepancies between the wording in Reynolds's lecture and Smith's 

text, and between the Smith text and the shorthand transcription (marked with an 

asterisk and commented on in Professor Bowles’s Notes on the Transcript (p.4). 

Line-by-line transcript 

Line 

no. 

 

1 

 

        All the objects which are exhibited       to   our    view     by   Nature,   says 

2 

 

 Reynolds*, (upon)* close examination will    be     found   to     have their    blemishes 

3 

 

     and defects.    The most beautiful forms have something about them   like 

4 

 

 weakness, minuteness      or imperfection.        But it is not    every   eye    that 

5 
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 perceives these blemishes.    It  must be an eye           long               used 

6 

 

            to    the contemplation and comparison of these forms and which, by a      long 

7 

 

       habit    of observing what every*   set of objects   of the  same         kind 

8 

 

      have      in common,  has  acquired the      power   of   discerning what   each 

9 

 

         wants     in particular.     This       long,     laborious   comparison should be the 

10 

 

      first   study   of the    painter     who    aims      at   the greatest style .          By 

11 

 

    this      means        he      acquires      a just     idea    of the* beautiful   forms. 

12 

 

        He corrects Nature by herself,   her  imperfect    state   by       her     more 
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13 

 

              perfect.           His eye being     enabled       to  distinguish the accidental 

14 

 

     deficiencies,      excrescences and deformities          of things    from     their 

15 

 

          general         figures,      he   makes out  an     abstract          idea              of 

16 

 

     their forms      more     perfect          than     any         one              original . 

 
Professor Bowles’s Notes on the Transcription 

Line 2 The first symbol stands for the surname "Reynolds"; I read it as longhand 

R?+n+l+d+s; the Sydney Smith text spells out the name "Sir Joshua 

Reynolds" in full. 

A shorthand symbol for "on" or "upon" seems to be needed before "close 

examination". 

Line 7 The shorthand symbol here stands for "every" but the Sydney Smith text 

says "any". 

Line 11 The shorthand seems to read "of the beautiful forms" though the original 

text says "of beautiful forms" without the article. 
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